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=/\=/\=/\= Begin Mission =/\=/\=/\=

CMO_Kymar says:
::send EO Hypochondriac out of sickbay after explaining that having a numb leg is only due to the fact he has been kneeling down on the floor for 6 hours and it is not paralysis::

XO_Friday says:
::sitting in the big chair on the bridge:: Duty FCO: How far out are we ensign?

SO_Lorenzo says:
::just entered the bridge and makes her way to sci 2::

CTO_Augustus says:
::On the bridge at TAC 1, scanning::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::In Main Engineering preparing for docking::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::thinking about approaching CEO Topper... she still hadn't spoken to him since the gun and glass incident::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: About 5 minutes out sir

Duty FCO says:
XO: eta 5 minutes sir, we might Comm starbase for clearances

CIV_Walker says:
::already sitting at Sci II before Lorenzo, looking up at her as she enters, stuffing his face with some really sweet candy stuff::

XO_Friday says:
::nods to the FCO:: CTO: Get clearance for us lieutenant.

SO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: You really like this seat don't you?

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Aye sir

CTO_Augustus says:
::Starts the process of getting the ship ready for docking::

CMO_Kymar says:
::rearranging his equipment on the carriage he wheels it out of the way and heads off to file yet another report::

CIV_Walker says:
SO: I don't know, it's pretty comfortable... considering it's on 'this' ship. ::Stresses the 'this'::

CTO_Augustus says:
COMM: Starbase Harbor Master: Tthis is the IKS Qlb we are 5 minutes out requesting docking clearance

XO_Friday says:
::sits back, letting the crew do their thing, thinking over everything that happened with the lizards::

Starbase OPS says:
@COMM: QIb: Permission granted, Clearance for Docking port 32

CEO_Q`tor says:
::hears rumors from his staff of the unusual number of Klingon ships at the base and decides maybe it's time for some trading as he's down to his last bottle of Fire wine::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::smiles:: CIV:You can stay there.  I just wanted to take some last readings of the rift to make sure its closed.  I can do it from sci I.

XO_Friday says:
::nods to the FCO to take us to Docking Port 32 and do his stuff::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO/Duty FCO: Docking port 32

SO_Lorenzo says:
::turns away and takes a seat at Sci I::

Duty FCO says:
::nods and makes adjustments to head to the dock::

CIV_Walker says:
::Smirks;: SO: You make it sound like such an honour.

CTO_Augustus says:
COMM: Starbase: Confirmed docking port 32 Qlb out

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Commander, what duty schedule would you like posted?

SO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: It is... ::grinning::

CTO_Augustus says:
*CEO*: Commander this is Augustus, jaHnor and I need to speak with you once we are docked and your duty allows

CEO_Q`tor says:
*CTO*: Understood

Duty FCO says:
XO: Ship is docked, setting docking clamps and waiting for confirmation of shore power

SO_Lorenzo says:
::accesses the console at Sci I and looks over some readings on the rift::

XO_Friday says:
CTO: Standard rotation...once we dock though Gamma shift can take over, Alpha Beta and Delta have leave.

CIV_Walker says:
SO: Remind me to give your throne a polish sometime, your highnes

XO_Friday says:
FCO: Very good. ::stands up::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: SIr docking control has confirmed we are docked and at station keeping

Duty FCO says:
XO: Shore power is confirmed

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Aye sir, ::punches in the XO's orders::

Duty FCO says:
*CEO* We are on shore power

SO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: I'd be happy as long as you don't leave any crumbs from the candy you're eating.  I hate sticky consoles.

XO_Friday says:
*All*: Friday to all crew, report to holosuite Epsilon on the base as soon as possible. :;grins a little bit and leaves the FCO in charge as he turns to exit the bridge::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::begins systems shut down and conversion to station power::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Gladius does some last minute changes to his duty schedule and moves things around for some of his senior department members::

CEO_Q`tor says:
*FCO*: Station power confirmed

SO_Lorenzo says:
::looks at Friday.. wondering what he has planned for them::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Sir, is this going to take long I have a wedding to plan

CIV_Walker says:
::Immitates the SO quietly in a 'disrespectful' manor:: SO: Yeah yeah... whatever... ::Starts pressing buttons again::

CMO_Kymar says:
Self: I'm off-duty? great :;sighs:: :;leaves MO_D'oh in charge and heads for the spacestation::

XO_Friday says:
CTO: Nope not very long...you'll have plenty of time for your plans.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: OK, then let's go

CEO_Q`tor says:
::dismisses engineering staff with standard warning about letting starbase personnel work on board the QIb unsupervised::

SO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: I'm a betazoid Walker, I don't have to hear your words to know what your mumbling about.  ::grins::

XO_Friday says:
::gets in the TL and waits for the rest of the senior bridge crew before ordering the docking hatch::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Gladius is relieved by a crewman from Gamma shift and locks down and logs off TAC1::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::after making sure all the readings look good she shuts down the console and stands up::

XO_Friday says:
::arrives at the docking hatch and crosses over to the base::

CIV_Walker says:
::Leers at Lorenzo:: SO: Then you should know what I'm thinking now...

CMO_Kymar says:
::arrives at the docking hatch a few seconds after the XO and sees him cross over to the SB::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Looks around to see that the senior staff is accounted for::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::seeks out Mr. O'Leary and discusses the chances of using some of his Irish whiskey for a trade with the some of the Klingons::

XO_Friday says:
::arrives outside the holosuite and puts in the program, then waits for the crew::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::grins:: CIV: Your look says it all.

CMO_Kymar says:
::follows the XO and jogs a little to catch up, finaly doing so outside the holosuite:: XO: Commander, may I ask what you have planned for the crew?

SO_Lorenzo says:
::walks over to the turbolift::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::after several minutes heads off to the docking hatch::

CIV_Walker says:
SO: Right... ::Misbelieving, stands up, logging off the console, leaving his candy and follows Lorenzo to the TL::

XO_Friday says:
CMO: A little bit of recreation...you'll see when the rest of the crew gets here. ::grins a little::

CMO_Kymar says:
::notices the grin and gets the feeling that this is going to turn sour:: XO: Aye sir...

CTO_Augustus says:
Self: As long as there are no purple lizards it will be ok

XO_Friday says:
CMO: Don't worry, won't be bad. ::looks down the hall behind him for everyone else::

CMO_Kymar says:
XO: So it will be good? ::looks hopeful::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::thinking about Q`tor she makes her way to the hatch and then looks around for holodeck epsilon::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Pauses as he hears pieces of conversation from several Klingons::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: So Ron what have you got up your sleeve?

CIV_Walker says:
::Just quietly follows Lorenzo, feeling ignored after the cold shoulder treatment of not talking in the TL::

XO_Friday says:
::grins:: CTO: You'll see shortly.

The Klingons turn a corner

CEO_Q`tor says:
::stops:: Klingon: What are you speaking of? What's this about the return of Kahless?

CTO_Augustus says:
::Stands next to the XO, watching as a swarm of Klingons come their way::

CMO_Kymar says:
::leans against the wall, pushing his Lab Coat behind him::

SO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: You adjusting to the QIb?

CIV_Walker says:
SO: In what way?

SO_Lorenzo says:
::looking around for the holosuite::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Listens to Qtor talking to the Klingon hearing only the name Kahless::

SO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: Well I haven't heard of you being locked in the brig lately.  ::grins::

CIV_Walker says:
SO: That's keeping a low-profile.

SO_Lorenzo says:
::see the suite up ahead and approaches... still wondering whats going on::

CIV_Walker says:
SO: Difficult thing to do for someone as brilliant as myself.

XO_Friday says:
::looks up as Lorenzo and Walker finally arrive:: All: Ok everybody, I guess this is enough to get started. ::turns and enters the holodeck::

CMO_Kymar says:
::whistles a merry tune he remembers from his youth as he waits for the rest of the QIb crew to arrive::

CMO_Kymar says:
::follows the XO inside the holosuite::

SO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: Whats the point of keeping a low profile?  You should be proud to show people how smart you are.

The holodeck is transformed into a massive arena, with a sheet of ice in the centre. Those familiar with old Earth games recognize it as a Hockey rink

CIV_Walker says:
SO: You'd think wouldn't you? ::follows Friday into the holosuite:: Unfortunately not everyone else sees it that way.

CMO_Kymar says:
::looks around at the arena:: XO: What is this place?

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Ron, you want to play hockey?

CIV_Walker says:
::grins, looking around:: CMO: Ice hockey... this is great.

XO_Friday says:
CMO: This is Madison Square Gardens...we're going to have a game of hockey. ::grins::

CMO_Kymar says:
XO: What is hockey and how do you play it?

SO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: I think you've misjudged our crew.  Granted I've been here the same amount of time as you have.  But, I think you're the only one who still holds a grudge.

SO_Lorenzo says:
::follows them all inside::

CIV_Walker says:
::Lights up like a christmas tree:: XO: We're not gonna play?

XO_Friday says:
Computer: Ok computer, get everyone into hockey equipment. 

A full set of hockey equipment, including skates, fizzles into existance on top of the QIb crew's uniforms

XO_Friday says:
CIV: Yep we are.

CMO_Kymar says:
::looks at the body armor he is wearing and the club in his hand:: XO: errr?

SO_Lorenzo says:
All: What is hockey?

CEO_Q`tor says:
::after listening to more of the Klingon conversation turns to leave:: Self: Legends and childrens tales

XO_Friday says:
All: Ok everybody, grab a stick. ::takes a stick from the row standing up beside the entrance to the ice, and then steps onto the ice::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::stares at the gear she is now wearing::

CMO_Kymar says:
XO: What do yo...::tries to take a step forward and his skates slip out from underneath him making him land flat on his back::

XO_Friday says:
All: Ok listen up everyone, here's how you play. ::takes a puck and holds it up:: This is a puck. ::points to the net:: That is the net. ::points to the stick:: Using the stick, you take the puck, and put it in the net. Simple enough game, right?

CIV_Walker says:
Self: Weee ::bangs his armour with his fists, then grabs a stick and steps out on to the ice and skates around::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Grabs a stick:: XO: Ron, I do mean Commander, aaah I would rather be getting my wedding taken care of!  After all I do have a tendancy to get riled easily and I don't want to hurt anyone.

SO_Lorenzo says:
::walks forward on wobbly legs and picks up a .... stick::

CMO_Kymar says:
All: Umm...some help please? ::tries to stand up but the armor makes it all but impossible::

XO_Friday says:
CTO: You'll have plenty of time after this Gladius, and you can't hurt anyone with all these pads on and the holodeck safeties.

CTO_Augustus says:
Self: Want to bet ::skates away from the XO::

XO_Friday says:
::holds out his arm for Kymar::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::really prefers water when it isn't frozen::

CTO_Augustus says:
CEO: Q`tor, you ever played this?

CIV_Walker says:
::Slides over to Kymar::

CMO_Kymar says:
::reaches up and takes the XO's arm:: XO: Thank you sir ::tries to pull himself up::

XO_Friday says:
All: Any questions before we get started?

SO_Lorenzo says:
::picks up a puck... and using it like you would a baseball she throws it up in the air and hits it with the stick::

CEO_Q`tor says:
:: stands there looking at this strange weapon in his hand and wondering what to do with it::

CTO_Augustus says:
CEO: Hey Q`tor, what was all that about Kahless?

XO_Friday says:
::watches Julia and frowns a little:: All: Uhh, you can't hold onto the puck with your hands...

CMO_Kymar says:
::using the XO as support he manages to stand and wobbles about a bit:: XO: Yes...why the sharp boots and armor?

CTO_Augustus says:
CEO: I mean after all your talking about Kahless

XO_Friday says:
CMO: Keeps you safe, and the skates are so you can..well..skate.

CEO_Q`tor says:
CTO: They were discussing the legend of Kahless and how he killed the ancient Klingon war gods

SO_Lorenzo says:
XO: You told me to hit it with the stick to get it into the net.

CIV_Walker says:
::grins, punching Kymar in the arm, feeling pretty 'punchy' with excitement right now:: CMO: You'll see what the armour is for...

CMO_Kymar says:
::growls at Walker and hits in the back of the knee with his stick, making him fall over backwards::

XO_Friday says:
SO: From the ice though... All: Ok let's get started...Julia and Lucas you two are with me. ::skates down to the other end of the ice::

CIV_Walker says:
::Falls on his behind on the ice:: Ooph!

CEO_Q`tor says:
::watches as everyone seems to chase after a black disc and hitting each other::

XO_Friday says:
Computer: Computer we need 2 goalies, make them pretty bad.

CMO_Kymar says:
CIV: And let that be a lesson...::shakily skates over to a net and waves his stick around for support::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::slowly skates toward Friday... amazed she hasn't fallen yet::

CIV_Walker says:
::Scrambles back up, leering at Kymar to say 'I'll get you back' and then skates after Friday::

XO_Friday says:
::from his end of the ice:: Other team: You guys ready?

SO_Lorenzo says:
::grins at Walker::  CIV: Genius huh.

CMO_Kymar says:
::chuckles:: Self: This skating isn't so hard :;skates about a bit, getting a feel for it::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Picks off a puck and slaps it back and forth, after all Gladius loves to play hockey::

CMO_Kymar says:
XO: Which team am I on?

XO_Friday says:
CMO: You're with Q`tor and Gladius.

SO_Lorenzo says:
::wonders if Q'Tor is armed::

XO_Friday says:
All: Ok game on!

CMO_Kymar says:
::nods and skates over to where Gladius is::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: a little 3 on 3 then XO?

XO_Friday says:
::skates down the ice towards the puck being held by Augustus::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::skates forward with the stick in hand and makes her way toward the puck::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Gladius slaps the puck over to Ron::

XO_Friday says:
::gets the puck and looks over to his team, passing it across to Julia then heading to the net::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::stands there watching the others skate in his general direction::

CIV_Walker says:
::looks around at everyone, ready to skate real fast::

CMO_Kymar says:
::skates over to where the puck is, using his stick like a balancing pole::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::slides the puck and tries to make her way past the other team::

CIV_Walker says:
::Skates over to the centre of the ice, letting Lorenzo and Friday attack::

CTO_Augustus says:
CEO: Hey buddy you ready? CMO: Doc what about you?

SO_Lorenzo says:
::passes it to Walker::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::swings his stick catching Friday in the midsection::

CMO_Kymar says:
CTO: Sure am, just leave the hitting people to me

CTO_Augustus says:
::sees Q`tor nail Ron and laughs::

CIV_Walker says:
::Didn't want the puck but skates with it anyway, over to the left, passing it over to Friday::

CMO_Kymar says:
::skates towards Walker as fast as he can::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::follows Walker to guard his back::

CMO_Kymar says:
::notices the puck change direction and heads after it::

CTO_Augustus says:
Self: Glad we dont have refs or we are in trouble

XO_Friday says:
::gets knocked backwards by Q`tor as he gets smacked, his breath taken away:: CEO: You're...it's not a weapon Q`tor...

SO_Lorenzo says:
::skates after Friday..... gets the puck and keeps moving::

XO_Friday says:
::pucks slides past him since he's laying on his back::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Takes off toward Lorenzo, as Doc heads for Walker::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::looks at his stick, and then down at Friday:: XO: Then what is it's purpose?

SO_Lorenzo says:
::lifts stick and tries to shoot the puck towards the opponents net::

XO_Friday says:
::slowly gets up:: CEO: Use it to move the puck. ::might not have been such a great idea to play hockey with a Klingon::

CIV_Walker says:
::Skates towards our own net to defend and intercept Kymar::

CTO_Augustus says:
SO: Sorry ::reaches out and trips her with his stick::

The computer generated goalie sends it flying back out

XO_Friday says:
::finally gets back up and heads off for the rebound::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::falls to the ground... reaching out she pulls down Gladius with her::

CEO_Q`tor says:
XO: Why do you not simply pick it up and take it to where you wish it to be then?

CMO_Kymar says:
::turns and skates over to the puck::

CIV_Walker says:
::Skates after the puck::

XO_Friday says:
CEO: That's just not the way the game is played.

CMO_Kymar says:
::reaches the puck first and brings it under control with his stick::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Doc picks the puck up and heads toward the other end of the rink, where Gladius waits for him::

CMO_Kymar says:
::turns and notices Walker heading towards him::

CIV_Walker says:
::can't stop in time and slides straight into Kymar, thudding into the side wall::

XO_Friday says:
::using the stick as a weapon...bah. Baseball is definately out::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::gets up and goes after the puck::

CIV_Walker says:
Ooof!

CEO_Q`tor says:
::skates after the CMO::

CMO_Kymar says:
CIV: Ow!

CTO_Augustus says:
CEO: Q`tor, dont hit anyone with the stick use your body

CIV_Walker says:
::coughs:: CMO: Payback. ::steals the puck and skates off fast::

CEO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Ahh...I see

SO_Lorenzo says:
::moving fast she approaches Gladius and slams into his left side::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::see the Doc out of the corner of her eye::  Hey!

CMO_Kymar says:
::skates after Walker, revenge in his eyes::

CTO_Augustus says:
::absorbs the blow from the SO::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::skates after the SO and knocks her down:: CTO: Is that right?

CIV_Walker says:
::looks around for Lorenzo and Friday::

XO_Friday says:
::chases after the doc:: CMO: ::quietly:: You're gonna die doc!

SO_Lorenzo says:
::forgets about Gladius and goes to help Walker::

CTO_Augustus says:
::takes off atfter Walker coming from his blindside, Slamming him against the glass::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::lands on the ground again::

The Glass reverberates with the impact

CMO_Kymar says:
::retrieves the lost puck from Walker and begins towards the net::

XO_Friday says:
::changes his mind and turns to ram into Gladius. Coming up, he turns just in time and rams into his side, sending Augustus flying::

CIV_Walker says:
::Slams into the glass like roadkill on a road, sliding down a bit before getting back into it::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::gets up and goes after them once again::

CTO_Augustus says:
CEO: Perfect, but harder use the walls::takes the puck and goes toward his goal::

CEO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Very well

CTO_Augustus says:
::Hits the ice and wall::

CMO_Kymar says:
::nearing the net he slams the puck towards the back of the goal::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::getting angry now she propells her body onto Q'Tor and uses the stick to bring him down::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Ron you thought nobody was going to get hurt, huh?  Wait sir!

The computer generated goalie sends the puck flying out

CMO_Kymar says:
::mutters and heads back for the puck::

XO_Friday says:
CTO: Come on Gladius you aren't hurt...you're tougher than that.

CIV_Walker says:
::Shakes his head and skates after the puck again::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::slams down into the ice:: SO: Very good lieutenant. You may make a warrior one day after all

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: You are right I am not you might be or at least the bottom part of your pride::smiling::

CIV_Walker says:
::Gets the puck and takes a longshot at the oponents net::

XO_Friday says:
::skates off towards the puck::

CMO_Kymar says:
::notices Walker heading for the puck and changes course to intercept, using his stick like a sword he beats him around the legs with it::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::picks himself up, starting to enjoy this mock battle and skates off after another victim::

SO_Lorenzo says:
Q'Tor: By the way, sorry about the tray of glasses.  I'm not sorry about this though ::jams her elbow into Q'Tor midsection in order to get up::

CIV_Walker says:
::Falls to the ground again after hitting the puck at the other goal:: CMO: Ow! You're gonna pay!

SO_Lorenzo says:
::follows Friday after the puck::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Comes up beside and behind Ron, taking him into the glass::

The computer generated goalie send the puck flying back through the air missing Walker's head by inches

CEO_Q`tor says:
::doubles up from the SO's blow:: SO: Tray of glasses?

CMO_Kymar says:
::not stopping his beating he continues to hit Walker with his stick while he is on the ground:: CIV: I told you!

XO_Friday says:
::face smacks into the glass, and the computer generated crowd explodes in cheers::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Gladius slides Ron's face along the glass::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::skates up to Kymar and just takes his stick away::

XO_Friday says:
Self: Ooof...:;sliding one way, then back the other:: Ooof...

CMO_Kymar says:
SO: he-hey?

CIV_Walker says:
::Watches the puck fly over his head, looking behind him, then pulls Kymars legs from him with his stick and gets up himself:: CMO: I swear I will get payback... ::skates off::

CTO_Augustus says:
:::turns and heads off towards the puck::

CMO_Kymar says:
Self: Ow!

SO_Lorenzo says:
CMO: Quit beating on him, he's just a kid.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::sees Walker skating away from Kymar and takes off after him::

CMO_Kymar says:
::looks up at Lorenzo giving him a lecture:: SO: Maybe so, but he is an annoying kid that needs to be taught a lesson

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Come on Ron... ::taking the puck he closes in on the goal and shots::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::watches the Doc and reaches out her hand to help him up::

CMO_Kymar says:
::turns over and gets to his feet slowly::

SO_Lorenzo says:
CMO: Perhaps.

CIV_Walker says:
SO: Thank You... ::Sticks his tongue out at Kymar and skates off::

XO_Friday says:
::gets up again and heads off for the puck, looking for a rebound::

CMO_Kymar says:
::accepts the help and gets up:: SO: Thanks

CEO_Q`tor says:
::spears Walker slamming him into the wall:: ALL: I like this game

The puck passes just over the goalies stick

CMO_Kymar says:
::glares at Walker and takes his stick back from Julia::

CTO_Augustus says:
Self: Yes I still have it ::Turns around::

XO_Friday says:
Self: Noooo! ::watches the puck head into the net, shaking his head::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::heads out after the puck again::

CIV_Walker says:
::Bleats, coughing his lungs up from Q`tors attack:: Self: I get the feeling I'm not liked... oh well who cares... ::Skates off after recovering::

CMO_Kymar says:
::skates off after the puck again, stick in hand ready to be used::

CTO_Augustus says:
::skates over to Ron::

XO_Friday says:
::digs the puck out of the net and turns around, bringing it back down the ice towards the other team's net, getting a lot of speed before coming close to any of them::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Skates up fast and clotheslines Friday::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: No hard feelings right?

SO_Lorenzo says:
::guards Friday from approaching threat::

CMO_Kymar says:
::charges after the XO and smashes into him::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::hits Kymar from the opposite side::

CIV_Walker says:
::Skates after Q`tor fast and rams into his side for revenge on ice::

XO_Friday says:
::gets levelled again by Q`tor, then looks up at Augustus:: CTO: Nope, course not. ::picks himself up::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::goes after the puck::

CMO_Kymar says:
::skates out from the jumble and waits for an opening to appear so he can hit more people::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::goes down and slides into the wall::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Gladius pushes him back down and heads off again::

CMO_Kymar says:
::charges after the SO::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::with the puck she makes her way toward the net::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::makes a slap shot and hits the puck toward the goal::

XO_Friday says:
::picks himself up again, mumbling about Augustus, then follows after Lorenzo, taking out the charging Kymar before he gets close enough to do anything::

CTO_Augustus says:
CEO: Get her Qtor!

CIV_Walker says:
::Skates after Lorenzo to help her::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::gets up and charges after Julia::

The goalie attempts a diving save, but fails

CMO_Kymar says:
::the momentum from getting knocked over by Friday carries him into the wall::

CTO_Augustus says:
::As an after thought Gladius reaches out as he passes Walker tripping him with his stick::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::turns to see Q'Tor coming..... and pain.... so she speeds up her skating and tries to evade::

XO_Friday says:
::throws his arms up into the air as the puck slides across the goal line, then skates over to Lorenzo::

CIV_Walker says:
::falls face down, sliding allong the ice a bit before stopping and getting up, eyes Augustus for a bit of revenge also::

CIV_Walker says:
::Shouts:: CEO: Q`tor, what is it you Klingons say? Revenge is a dish best served cold? How about on ice?

CMO_Kymar says:
::stands up groggily before shaking his head to clear the fog in his head::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Sees Julia coming and bends down so she runs up and over him::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::tries to spear Julia and misses, slamming his head into the wall::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::flips over Gladius and lands flat on her back::

CTO_Augustus says:
::honestly laughs at Walkers statement::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::looks up at the wall:: Self: That's going to leave a mark

CMO_Kymar says:
::reaches over the wall and picks up another stick, wielding the duel sticks he charges after his next victim::

CTO_Augustus says:
SO: Sorry ::heads off again::

The goalie retrieves the puck and tosses it out to the middle of the ice

SO_Lorenzo says:
::really is beginning to hate their CTO::

XO_Friday says:
::watches Kymar come flying in:: Computer: Computer, remove both of Kymar's sticks, right away.

SO_Lorenzo says:
::gets up with a few groans and trips once before getting to her feet::

CEO_Q`tor says:
CIV: You wish revenge Mr. Walker?

Kymar's sticks, both of them, fizzle out of existance

CTO_Augustus says:
::Comes skating toward the XO doing the perfect ice brake throwing ice into the XO's eyes, and takes the puck::

CIV_Walker says:
CEO: Don't we all?

CMO_Kymar says:
::watches his sticks dematerialize in front of him:: Self: Darn...

XO_Friday says:
::coughs as ice is thrown into his face, and a bit gets into his nose::

CIV_Walker says:
::Skates up along side Augustus and knocks his left skate into his right one with the stick to make him trip over, knocking the puck in the oposite direction at the same time::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Ron that isn't fair! Computer: Remove the XO's skates

SO_Lorenzo says:
::skates after Gladius, putting her stick between his legs to trip him::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::skates to a stop::

The holodeck fades as a message is broadcast throughout the station. "All Crews report to your ships, incoming flash Message Traffic"

CEO_Q`tor says:
::picks himself up shaking his head and skates over to Walker:: CIV: Let me ask you something? What is the purpose of.....::stops as he hears the announcement::

XO_Friday says:
::finds himself back in regular uniform, and is quite a bit disappointed:: All: Ok everybody, back to the ship...

CTO_Augustus says:
::all of a sudden Gladius falls because he was skating and the natural forces take over::

CMO_Kymar says:
::his skates disapear and he is thrown into the wall as there is nothing more to slide on::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::turns around and heads for the exit::

CTO_Augustus says:
::reaches up and hits his Comm badge:: *Duty TO*: Report

CMO_Kymar says:
::mutters and stands, taking a few seconds to get used to the walking and heads for the exit::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::quickly heads for the exit and towards the QIb::

CIV_Walker says:
::Stops, almost falling over as the ice dissappears, listening to the message, looking over at the XO::

CTO_Augustus says:
::tries to regain some dignity and compusure as he waits for the report::

XO_Friday says:
::heads towards the QIb again, quickly...the announcement sounded important, it's not often every single ship is called back to duty...::

CMO_Kymar says:
::reaches the docking hatch and heads into a TL:: TL: Sickbay

Duty TO says:
*CTO* Not Sure Sir, we have received some eyes only stuff from Starfleet just now

XO_Friday says:
::arrives back on the ship and quickly heads up to the bridge:: Duty FCO: Report?

SO_Lorenzo says:
::her back feels like its been torn in half... she walks faster::

CMO_Kymar says:
::the TL squeaks and grinds into action, only to stop a few moments later at its destination::

CIV_Walker says:
::follows the rest of the crew::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::enters a TL:: TL: Bridge

CTO_Augustus says:
::enters bridge, takes his station::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::makes her way to the bridge::

CMO_Kymar says:
::strolls back into Sickbay and rubs his head, thinking about the message they received in the holosuite::

CIV_Walker says:
::Gets back ont hte ship, getting in the TL with Q`tor::

Duty FCO says:
XO: We have just recieved some Eyes only traffic , sir

CIV_Walker says:
::Arrives on the bridge from the TL, jogging over to friday, waiting for his attention::

XO_Friday says:
::turns around:: CIV: What is it Lucas?

CIV_Walker says:
XO: Commander... ::Pauses midsentense:: ... I want to know, where should I... be?

CIV_Walker says:
::Quizzically looks at Friday, hoping for a good reply::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::goes straight to Eng station::

XO_Friday says:
CIV: Take OPS for now, and prepare us to disembark.

=/\=/\=/\= End QIb Season 4 =/\=/\=/\=

